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Personnel Accountability Personnel Accountability 

System (PAS)System (PAS)



Recent ChangesRecent Changes

NJ Adoption of NFPA NJ Adoption of NFPA 

15611561

Gloucester City Fire Gloucester City Fire 

and Reportsand Reports

NJ Model NJ Model 

Accountability SOPAccountability SOP



PurposePurpose

The Personnel Accountability System The Personnel Accountability System 

(PAS) will be used to maintain  (PAS) will be used to maintain  

accountability of all resources accountability of all resources 

assigned to the incident.assigned to the incident.

The PAS will be used to identify and The PAS will be used to identify and 

track personnel entering and leaving track personnel entering and leaving 

hazardous areashazardous areas..



System ComponentsSystem Components



Personnel Accountability Tags Personnel Accountability Tags 

(PAT)(PAT)



Apparatus RingApparatus Ring



Apparatus Riding ListApparatus Riding List



Accountability Tracking ToolsAccountability Tracking Tools



Some DefinitionsSome Definitions
Personnel Accountability Officer (PAO)Personnel Accountability Officer (PAO)

–– The person designated by the Incident The person designated by the Incident 

Commander (IC) to monitor entry into and exit Commander (IC) to monitor entry into and exit 

out of hazardous areas and/or structures for out of hazardous areas and/or structures for 

the purposes of ensuring accountability of all the purposes of ensuring accountability of all 

personnel in the hazardous area or structure personnel in the hazardous area or structure 

by ensuring the members’ task PAT is by ensuring the members’ task PAT is 

collected.collected.

Officer Officer 

–– Chief or company level officers or firefighters Chief or company level officers or firefighters 

designated as crew or unit leaders responsible designated as crew or unit leaders responsible 

for a geographic area of the incident and/or for a geographic area of the incident and/or 

firefighters performing tasks.firefighters performing tasks.



More DefinitionsMore Definitions

Hazardous Area Hazardous Area 

–– Interior, roof and outside vent operations Interior, roof and outside vent operations 

during structure fires; Areas that are or during structure fires; Areas that are or 
potentially are considered Immediately potentially are considered Immediately 
Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH); Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH); 
Areas where special PPE is required Areas where special PPE is required 
such as confined spaces or hazardous such as confined spaces or hazardous 
materials incidents.  Large wild land materials incidents.  Large wild land 
areas may also be considered hazardous areas may also be considered hazardous 
areas. Any area as designated by the IC. areas. Any area as designated by the IC. 



The Bottom Line FirstThe Bottom Line First

Firefighter accountability is the Firefighter accountability is the 
responsibility of the individual responsibility of the individual 

firefighter.  Failure to personally firefighter.  Failure to personally 
ensure your assignment is known ensure your assignment is known 
and tracked will result in failure of and tracked will result in failure of 

the most disciplined systems.the most disciplined systems.



BasicsBasics

Used at all incidentsUsed at all incidents

Tracks your location and assignment.  Tracks your location and assignment.  

System is for YOUR protection.System is for YOUR protection.

Uses 2 tagsUses 2 tags

–– ApparatusApparatus

–– TaskTask

Report lost tags immediately.  Report lost tags immediately.  



Built In SafetyBuilt In Safety

Riding AssignmentsRiding Assignments

Standard Company AssignmentsStandard Company Assignments

Crew Number Reported While Crew Number Reported While 

RespondingResponding

DisciplineDiscipline



Crew IntegrityCrew Integrity

Minimum crew size is 2.Minimum crew size is 2.

All crews will have a portable radioAll crews will have a portable radio

Crews should stay enter together, stay Crews should stay enter together, stay 

together and exit together.together and exit together.

Entry and exit should be at the same Entry and exit should be at the same 

point whenever possible.point whenever possible.



ProcedureProcedure

All personnel continue to tag in on the All personnel continue to tag in on the 

apparatus ring.apparatus ring.

When assigned work in a hazardous When assigned work in a hazardous 

area, the officer will place your second area, the officer will place your second 

or “task” tag on the Apparatus Riding or “task” tag on the Apparatus Riding 

ListList



Apparatus Riding ListApparatus Riding List

Initial Stages of IncidentInitial Stages of Incident

Replaces the “bucket”, “mailbox” and “front Replaces the “bucket”, “mailbox” and “front 

step” methods.step” methods.

Allows an officer to track his entire crew Allows an officer to track his entire crew 

and leave the information for the IC to track and leave the information for the IC to track 

as he arrives.as he arrives.

Left on Front Officer SeatLeft on Front Officer Seat

Is only used in initial stages.Is only used in initial stages.



ProcedureProcedure

Additional members not on the Additional members not on the 

Riding List should bring it forward Riding List should bring it forward 

when assigned.when assigned.

Drivers and members outside the Drivers and members outside the 

hazard area should not be on the hazard area should not be on the 

Riding List.Riding List.

The outside team of the tower is an The outside team of the tower is an 

exception to this rule.exception to this rule.



Accountability Tracking BoardAccountability Tracking Board

Used as IC expands incidentUsed as IC expands incident

Combines individual riding listsCombines individual riding lists

Maybe maintained at Command, by Maybe maintained at Command, by 

the PAO or Manpower.the PAO or Manpower.



Personnel Accountability Officer Personnel Accountability Officer 

(PAO)(PAO)

Should be at each entrance / exit in Should be at each entrance / exit in 

useuse

Responsible for:Responsible for:

–– Collecting Task TagCollecting Task Tag

–– Ensuring crews consist of a Ensuring crews consist of a 

minimum of 2minimum of 2

–– Ensuring function and location of Ensuring function and location of 

crew are available to IC as neededcrew are available to IC as needed



PAOPAO

The PAO should be notified of any The PAO should be notified of any 

change in task or location that could change in task or location that could 

negatively affect your accountability.negatively affect your accountability.

When exiting the structure obtain your When exiting the structure obtain your 

task PAT immediately.task PAT immediately.



Rehabilitation Rehabilitation 

If assigned to REHABIf assigned to REHAB

–– Your task tag will be in the REHAB Your task tag will be in the REHAB 

section of the Tracking Boardsection of the Tracking Board

–– If you report to Rehab with your task If you report to Rehab with your task 

tag it will be removed by EMS and tag it will be removed by EMS and 

returned to the tracking boardreturned to the tracking board

–– You may not retrieve your task tag You may not retrieve your task tag 

without a Rehab Passwithout a Rehab Pass



Personnel Accountability Reports Personnel Accountability Reports 

(PAR)(PAR)

Officers should always remain aware Officers should always remain aware 
of personnel under their supervision.of personnel under their supervision.

Individual members should always Individual members should always 
attempt to remain with their crewattempt to remain with their crew

A PAR is taken periodically or for a A PAR is taken periodically or for a 
specific event to ensure personnel are specific event to ensure personnel are 
safe.safe.

PAR may be requested for a number PAR may be requested for a number 
of reasons of reasons 



PAR should be requested when:PAR should be requested when:

When there is a MAYDAY on the fire ground.When there is a MAYDAY on the fire ground.

When there is a report of a missing When there is a report of a missing 

firefighter.firefighter.

When an emergency evacuation is ordered.When an emergency evacuation is ordered.

When the incident is declared under control.When the incident is declared under control.

When changing attack modes (offensive to When changing attack modes (offensive to 

defensive).defensive).

Anytime the IC finds it necessaryAnytime the IC finds it necessary..



When a PAR is requested:When a PAR is requested:

Radio traffic is limited to emergency Radio traffic is limited to emergency 

traffic only.traffic only.

Officers verify each one of their crew Officers verify each one of their crew 

is accounted for.is accounted for.

Officers report their crew status.  For Officers report their crew status.  For 

example: “840 from Search, I have example: “840 from Search, I have 

PAR”PAR”..



Missing MembersMissing Members

Remove the crew without PAR for a Remove the crew without PAR for a 

face to face.face to face.

Brief and activate the FASTBrief and activate the FAST

Check with other crews for the missing Check with other crews for the missing 

member.member.



Emergency EvacuationEmergency Evacuation

Sudden deterioration of conditionsSudden deterioration of conditions

Firefighters in danger or have been Firefighters in danger or have been 

injuredinjured

All members exit and report for face to All members exit and report for face to 

face PARface PAR



Scene ManagementScene Management

The IC may request the dispatcher provide a The IC may request the dispatcher provide a 

run down of apparatus on location.  run down of apparatus on location.  

Manpower numbers may also be available.Manpower numbers may also be available.

The IC may request the apparatus rings be The IC may request the apparatus rings be 

brought forward for an overall scene roster.  brought forward for an overall scene roster.  

The tags should be maintained on the The tags should be maintained on the 

apparatus rings.apparatus rings.



Scene TerminationScene Termination

The IC performs a final PAR by confirming The IC performs a final PAR by confirming 

no task tags are with the PAO, manpower or no task tags are with the PAO, manpower or 

commandcommand

The PAO position is deactivatedThe PAO position is deactivated

Manpower is deactivatedManpower is deactivated

All personnel verify they have their task tags All personnel verify they have their task tags 

and apparatus tags on return to station.and apparatus tags on return to station.


